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ABSTRACT 
Extending the work of Bentler and Lee, the multimode factor-analysis model is 
introduced. First-order conditions are given for maximum-likelihood, weighted least- 
squares, and unweighted least-squares estimation, using the calculus for handling 
multidimensional matrices due to Kapteyn, Neudecker, and Wansbeek. Also, the 
asymptotic distribution of the various estimators is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In its standard form, factor analysis is a method that gives values to the 
matrix A (I x m with m < I), the matrix r (m x m), and the 1 diagonal 
elements of the nonnegative diagonal matrix \k (1 x Z), such that 2: = RIA + 
q reproduces an observed covariance matrix S (1 x I) in some good way. In 
factor analysis the matrices A, I, and \k are called the factor-loadings matrix, 
core matrix, and matrix of unique variances, respectively. The multimode 
factor-analysis (MFA) model is obtained from the “ordinary” factor-analysis 
(OFA) model by imposing a multiplicative Kronecker structure on A: 
A = A,@ . . . @A,, (I) 
where Ai, i = l,..., n, is of order Zi X mi, mi -C Zi. So Z = Ilr=lZi, m = Il~xlm,; 
here @ denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices. The MFA model 
extends work by Bentler and Lee (1978, 1979), who consider the case of 
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n = 2. They call this 3-mode FA, the third mode coming from the units 
(individuals, say) over which the covariance matrix S has been derived. We 
extend their analysis to an arbitrary number of modes, n. [In the terminology 
of Bentler and Lee this would be called (n + l>mode FA.] We deal with the 
following aspects of MFA. In Section 2 we discuss several operators that 
allow for easy manipulation of multidimensional matrices. Section 3 gives 
first-order conditions for the Ai’s. Section 4 discusses secondorder properties. 
2. SOME USEFUL OPERATORS 
We first introduce some more notation. Let 
and mi= t= ]Gimj, 
1 
(2) 
and let 
So n” is of order 1’ X m' and can intuitively be circumscribed as A with A i 
“divided out” in a “Kronecker sense.” In general we use superscripts to 
denote left-out indices in a product (normal or Kronecker). As there is little 
room for confusion with exponents, we choose not to impose the additional 
typographical burden of putting them e.g. within parentheses. Just as in 
Kapteyn et al. (1986), we introduce the commutation matrices C, and Di of 
order 1 x 1 and m X m, respectively, that perform a reshuffling of the 
running order of the multiple Kronecker products in the following way: 
C,RD/ = C,(A,@ . . . @A,)D,’ = A’sA, (4) 
foranyvalueof A,andi=l,..., n. As Ci and Di are commutation matrices, 
they of course satisfy 
tic; = c;ci = I,, (5) 
Di Di’ = D;Di = I,. 
For some more discussion and references see Kapteyn et al. (1986). 
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In deriving first-order conditions for obtaining an optimum of a“ fit” 
function with respect to (the elements of) A, the notion of the block trace 
will prove convenient. Let A be a p9 x pr matrix partitioned into p2 blocks, 
A,,, of order 9 X r: 
(7) 
Then the block trace is defined as the 9 X r matrix 
A[A] = 5 A,,, (8) 
i=l 
i.e., the sum of the diagonal blocks of A. We state a few relevant results on 
the block trace: 
(i) If 9 = r = 1, the block trace reduces to the ordinary trace. If p = 1, 
the block trace of A is A. 
(ii) For A as above and B of order T X s, 
A[A(Z,@B)] =A[A]B. (9) 
If 9 = r, then A is square and tr A[ A] = tr A. If moreover r = s, then B is 
square and 
tr(A(Z,@B))=tr(A[A]B). (IO) 
(iii) For square A, and B of any order, 
A[A@B] = (trA)B. (II) 
Furthermore, we need the particular permutation matrix P defined as 
Pk l vet Q = vet Q’ for any 1 X k matrix Q; “vet” denotes the operator 
which stacks the columns of a matrix one after each other in one long vector. 
This matrix P is a special case (for n = 2) of Ci or Di, but it is convenient to 
use a different symbol. Three relevant properties are Z’lk = Pk, I, Pk,,, 
(Q@RY’n,r = R@Q for any Q (k XI) and R (m x n), and (Pm,n@Zp)(Z,S 
Pp.,) = Pmp,n. Extensive discussions of this matrix are contained in Balestra 
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(1976) Magnus and Neudecker (1979) Henderson and Searle (1981) and 
Neudecker and Wansbeek (1983). 
3. FIRST-ORDER CONDITIONS FOR MFA 
For OFA, and for the analysis of covariance structures in general, three 
fitting criteria are especially well known. These are maximum likelihood 
(ML), weighted least squares (WLS), and unweighted least squares (ULS). 
For MFA we will consider the same set of criteria, which can all be 
considered to be special cases of the criterion 
tr [(Z - S)M]‘, 02) 
where WLS is obtained by setting M = S-', ULS by setting M = I,, and ML 
by setting M = 2 - '. The last, due to Browne (1974) is meant to indicate that 
the first-order conditions for differentiating the “true” ML criterion tr( Z -is) 
+ ln]Z] coincide with those from (12) when the differentiation takes place 
with respect to the parameters contained in Z. 
If we let 
W = M(Z - S)M, 03) 
the first-order conditions for I and 9 can be written as AWA’ = 0 and 
diag( W ) = 0, respectively. This holds for both OFA and MFA; given A, the 
calculation of I and + in MFA has no distinctive features vis-&is OFA and 
hence is not pursued here any further. 
As to the first-order conditions for Ai, i = 1,. . . , n, we note the following. 
It is clear from (12) and (13) that, for reasons of symmetry in dealing with the 
A’s, the first-order condition for Ai from (12) is the same as that from 
minimizing tr( WAI’A’) with respect to Ai contained in A’ only. If we define 
Wi = C,WC,’ and Ii 3 DirDi (14) 
-i.e., permuted versions of W and I (which preserve their symmetry)-and 
y = ( ti@ZJ’Wi( A%zJ, (15) 
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then 
tr WArA’= tr CiWC~CiAD~DiI’D,‘DiA’Ci 
= trWi(Ai@Ai)ri( Ai@Ai)’ 
=trWi(ti@Ai)Ii(Z,,,,@Ai)‘(X@Z,) 
= tr(ti@Zli)‘Wi(A’@Z,)(Z,i@Ai)IYi(Z~~@Ai)’ 
= trV,(Z,@Ai)ri(Z,@Ai)’ 
= trA [ Vj(Z,,@Ai)&] Ai’. 06) 
In the first line, we inserted some commutation matrices using (5) and 
(6). The second line follows from (4) and (14). The last line follows from (10). 
So the first-order condition for minimizing (12) with respect to Ai is 
A [ v,(Z,@Ai)I’i] = 0. 07) 
If elements of Ai are fixed a priori (e.g., at zero), then the corresponding 
elements of (17) should be deleted. Note that the A-operator in (17) performs 
the summation over the m’ diagonal blocks of its argument. Each block is of 
order li x mi, i.e., the order of hi. With WLS, V, is a linear function of Ain:, 
so (17) is a thirddegree polynomial in the elements of Ai with only first- and 
third-degree terms. With ML, (17) is a highly nonlinear equation in Ai, as Ai 
now also occurs in M. 
When there is no structured core matrix, we may choose I = ri = I, and 
(17) simplifies to 
A[V,]A,=O (18) 
on applying (9). For ML and WLS, (18) cannot be elaborated further in an 
insightful way. It can be, however, for ULS with loss function tr(X - S)2. 
This is a special case of WLS, obtained by choosing M = I,, so then 
W = Z: - S, and hence 
wi = ciwc; = Ci(Z - S)Ci’ 
= CiADi’DiA’Ci, + Ci(9 - S)Ci 
= A’A”eA& + ‘Pi - Si, F-9 
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with ‘E, implicitly defined. In this case (18) becomes 
= A [ (Ai’Ai)2@AiA;] Ai - Q,A, 
= yiA&Ai - Q,A, = 0, (20) 
where the last line is based on (11) and where Qi and y, are defined as 
Qi~A[(A~~Z1,)‘(Si-~i)(Ai~ZI,)], (21) 
yi = tr( ti’A’)2. (22) 
The last line of (20) is an eigenvalue equation, which has clear computational 
advantages over (18). But as Q, depends on Ai, i.e., on all A j with j # i, 
there is still need to obtain solutions (still given 9) iteratively over the Ai’s. 
After such a round of iterations, we have to find a new value for ‘k, and then 
go back to the Ai’s, etc. So the computational complexity in estimating the 
MFA model is somewhat relieved when we use ULS rather than ML or WLS, 
but it still remains sizable. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION 
In this section we consider the covariance matrix of the asymptotic 
distribution of the estimators or the model parameters. We collect the 
parameters in the p x 1 vector 7~ consisting of the nonrestricted elements of 
the Ai’s, I, and ‘k; we denote an estimator by 7j, and its true value by nO. 
We assume that the model is identified, i.e., that there are a sufficient 
number of (zero) restrictions on the set of all elements of the hi’s, I, and ?Ir 
such that 
(23) 
is of full column rank in an open neighborhood of r,,. We do not pursue the 
question of identification here any further, apart from making the observa- 
tions that, when the underlying distribution is normal, a necessary condition 
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for identification is that p does not exceed the number of independent 
elements of S, Z(Z + 1)/Z. Moreover, it is clear that for an identified model 
one needs restrictions on the parameters, just as in OFA. Even if there is no 
explicit core matrix, identification requires the elimination per mode of the 
rotational freedom in each hi, as Z depends on Ai only via Aih:. 
Let the observed covariance matrix S be based on observations of k 
(k 2 Z) independently distributed 1 x 1 vectors, each N(0, Z). So S is cen- 
trally Wishart distributed with k degrees of freedom. Define s = vet S and 
CI = vet C. From Magnus and Neudecker (1979) we know that 
52 = E(u - s)(u - s)‘= k(Z,@Z, + Pl,l)(Z@2), 
so 
3+ = (4k) -l(Z,@Z, + Pl,l)(~-l~~-l). 
Then fi( 7i - q) + N&O, U,), with U, the value of U at ~a, where 
U = (F’S2+F) PI 
for ML and WLS, and 
for ULS. 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
In order to elaborate (26) and (27) we need an expression for F. By 
standard differential calculus we obtain 
a VecZ avecZ 
’ a (vet l?)’ ’ a (dg(\k))’ ’ 
a vecA 
(z,~z,+P,,,)(Ar~~,)~, ABA,H K 
I 
(28) 
with X = ((vet Ai)‘, . . . ,(vec A,)‘)’ and 
H = c eiel@ei. 
i=l 
(29) 
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K has p columns (i.e., the number of unrestricted elements) and q rows, 
where 
n 
q= C limi+m2+1, 
i=l 
(30) 
i.e., the number of elements in the Ai’s, l?, and \k together; it is the unit 
matrix with the columns corresponding to restricted parameters deleted. So 
K eliminates the corresponding columns from the expression in braces in 
(28). 
The typical “n-mode aspect” of F and hence of U appears in 
a vet A /ax’, and we will now elaborate this. The constituent parts of this 
derivative are, on letting Xi = vet hi, 
avecA a vet CiCjrA Di D, 
-= 
aq a xi 
=(Di@Ci) 
a vec(ti@A;) 
aq 
= ( Di’ci>( znt@pP,‘,mt @Zlg)(vec A’@I_@Z[,) = Zi. (31) 
The third line follows from a result by Neudecker and Wansbeek (1983) on 
the relation between the vet of a Kronecker product and the Kronecker 
product of the vec’s. If we put the n 2,‘s next to each other, 2 = (Z,, . . . , Z,), 
then we can substitute Z in (28), and this again in (26) or (27). 
The difference from OFA is that there simply Z = I,, so further elabora- 
tion of (26) or (27) for MFA is as in OFA with minor changes. Of course, 
programming a formula like (28) should be done in an efficient way, i.e., not 
by using all permutation matrices and Kronecker products “at face value,” 
but by going over each element of each A’ and appropriately adapting each 
element in Zi that depends on the element of ti concerned. This operation 
requires additional analysis beyond what is given here. For that, however, 
availability of the formulae given in this paper is a prerequisite. 
We benefitted from comments of the Associate Editor Professor G. P. H. 
Styan and the referees 072 an earlier version of this paper. 
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